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Why Upstream? A Broker Perspective
Broker Pain Points

Our Goals and Intent

• Brokerages are averaging two hours of data
entry each time we recruit a new agent.

• Gain efficiencies in our data management (one
point of entry) for Firm (office), Agent (roster),
Employee, Property and Vendor records

• Some, if not all, elements of a listing are reentered into different systems during its lifecycle
(MLS, intranet, print marketing, transaction
management, etc.). Our research has shown as
many as 15 times.

• Enter a new agent once, and have every system
updated.

• Listings that need to be entered into multiple
MLSs continue to have non-standard input fields

• Enter listings once, and give authorized vendors
instant access to the highest fidelity version of
the data. Exactly what they need. Exactly when
they need it.

• Vendors working with brokers in multiple MLSs
need agreements in each MLS which is often
difficult for small/new vendors.

• Provide access to unlimited, non-watermarked,
high-res photos and videos while maintaining
the copyright chain of custody.

• Brokers have little visibility into syndication and
even less control while data is becoming more
personally identifiable/valuable. Protection is
our fiduciary responsibility

• Save staff time & licensing costs by enabling
vendors to know in real-time when an agent left
the firm and disabling accounts

• Real Estate One example…

• Data integrations with technology partners
easier and more efficient.

Direct Input vs. Broker Direct Feed
• Brokers input their listing using Upstream's interface

• For markets where an MLS isn’t ready for direct integration.

• Brokers configure individual vendors access to their data
and remain in complete control

• Brokers input their listings directly into their MLS and
Upstream receives a feed

• There are no data or quality or size limits

• Brokers can enhance listings in Upstream

• The MLS pulls a broker's listings from Upstream and
continues to provide IDX and VOW services

• Brokers configure individual vendors access to their data
and remain in complete control

• Broker can decide to allow MLS syndication to targeted
vendors they do not want to manage themselves.

• The MLS continues to provide IDX and VOW services
• Broker can decide to allow MLS syndication to targeted
vendors they do not want to manage themselves.

Broker Data Access: No Borders, Few Contracts, Better Data
• Data access and display agreements are
between the vendor and the brokerage just as
they are today.

MLS

• Vendors can now access all the brokerage data
across all of the brokers locations without
additional 3-way MLS agreements
• Agreement between vendors and Upstream
simply focus on SLA details
• Vendors have access to better quality photos
and video (high-res w/o watermarks, etc.) as
well as additional brokerage data not stored in
the MLS when appropriate (coming soon,
office/agent/employee rosters, etc.)
• Broker can entitle update and distribution
privileges to agents, staff and even create roles
for photographers, etc.
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Does Upstream Play Well with Everyone?
• Upstream is a platform akin to
Google Drive and does not give
access to anyone

Broker

• Vendors that need all the data in a
market (property search, analytics,
etc.) are not ideal but there are use
cases
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• Brokers can entitle access to
anyone they wish but only have
access to their data
• Vendors that need access to broker
data or transaction level data are
ideal (marketing, transaction, backoffice, etc.)
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Control at Their Fingertips (Demo)

Easy Integration: Web API or RETS?
• Two ways to access data from Upstream:
• RETS Access (version 1.9)
• Upstream Web API

• Both offer access to Listing, Office, Agent,
Media, Rooms, Units, Open House, etc.
resources
• API's give you live, interactive access to the
data, without having to store the fields locally.
• OData lets you craft a query that meets your
exact needs due to it's flexible query language.
• RETS give you a file to download and transform
into a local database, where the actual
interaction occurs.
• Upstream is working with RESO to accelerate
the RESO Web API for “CRUD” and will migrate
as MLSs standardize

What’s the Catch? Timing, Expense, Access
• Upstream is rolling out MLS by MLS at a pace of 5-6 per
month. Currently have MLS commitments cover more than
500K agents
• We continue to contract with the largest MLSs but will be
opportunistic when broker demand warrants smaller regions
• We now have brokerage commitments covering 250K agents
• Upstream does not charge vendors for access.
• Today we are opening up integration to any vendor

Marketing Opportunities
• All integrated vendors will be
categorized by type in Upstream’s
directory
• We are educating participating
brokers to look at integrated vendors
when adding or changing services
• There are +/- 25 categories. Each
category has a “Premium” spot
• Premium clients will be promoted on
the website, promoted in the vendor
selection area and be included in
weekly update mailers (all users), etc.
• Upstream is giving the “Premium”
spots to the first vendor in each
category

Q&A and Next Steps

Sign up to receive credentials
and access to the API
documentation
http://bit.ly/UpstreamPartner

